TLC Primetime Highlights: Week of December 24th (As of 12.20.12)

Contact:
Niki Kazakos, (310) 975-1658, niki_kazakos@discovery.com
Visit press.discovery.com for select episodic photography and full episodes

Of note this week:
Scheduling note: TLC’s BEST FUNERAL EVER has now moved to Sunday, January 6th at 10p (from Wed, Dec 26 at 8p)

Specials
WIVES WITH BEEHIVES- Thursday, December 27th
VEGAS BRIDES- Friday, December 28th
SISTER WIVES: SECRETS REVEALED- Sunday, December 30th

Season premieres
SAY YES TO THE DRESS SEASON 9- Friday, December 28th
UNTOLD STORIES OF THE ER SEASON 7- Saturday, December 29th

Season finales
SISTER WIVES SEASON 3- Sunday, December 30th

Tuesday, December 25th
8:00 PM ET/PT

UNDERCOVER BOSS #9 – TAYLORMADE
Mark King, President and CEO of TaylorMade Golf Company, the largest manufacturer of golf equipment and apparel in the world, is forced to break cover when an employee grows suspicious of her new trainee and the Boss grows concerned with a disjointed structure of command at one of his factories.

Wednesday, December 26th
9:00 PM ET/PT

**TODDLERS & TIARAS #24 - SOUTHERN ELITE: CIRQUE**

Jersie, 6, Ashley, 6 and rivals Gracie, 7 and Faithlyn, 9 all compete for the crown at the Southern Elite: Cirque Pageant in Lexington, Kentucky.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**CHEER PERFECTION #2 - LET'S JUST HUG IT OUT?**

After Youth Silver has a poor performance at the Travelers’ game, Alisha brings on a surprise, super tough coach to whip the team into shape. Meanwhile, two boisterous moms have daughters on Youth Silver, which forces them to interact, creating sparks.

Thursday, December 27th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**FOUR WEDDINGS #16 - ...AND A BACON BAR**

Anjali is the princess at her medieval castle wedding, while Cammi serves up bacon during her Harvard University reception. Celeste’s guests sit on hay bales during her backyard fiesta, while Jenna entertains under a whale skeleton at a maritime museum.

10:00 PM ET/PT

**WIVES WITH BEEHIVES**

Meet the "Wives with Beehives" a group of four young women who have chosen to live every aspect of their lives, from their clothing to their homes and even to their morals, just like a traditional housewife from the fabulous 1950s.

Friday, December 28th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**SAY YES TO THE DRESS #10 - BIG ENTOURAGE, BIGGER OPINIONS**

The red carpet is being rolled out for the premiere episode of Say Yes to the Dress. With a celebrity in the salon - there is no shortage of attitude! Three brides are forced to battle against big opinions in order to score the dress of their dreams.

9:30 PM ET/PT

**SAY YES TO THE DRESS #2 - DADDY-DAUGHTER DILEMMA**
Courtney and Reata are shopping together for wedding dresses with Courtney’s dad who is also Reata’s groom! Trisha’s father overcame heart failure and helps her pick out a dress. Caitlin has her fitting now that her father is healthy enough to attend.

10:00 PM ET/PT

VEGAS BRIDES #1 - ROYAL FLUSH

Beauty queen and former Mrs. Nevada threatens to cancel her wedding over dress anxiety while another bride might miss her wedding due to indecision.

10:30 PM ET/PT

VEGAS BRIDES #2 - THE FULL MONTY

When the bride is going to be the only one clothed at her wedding the gown better make a statement and a renaissance themed wedding has a bride and groom seeing color.

Saturday, December 29th

7:00 PM ET/PT

UNTOLD STORIES OF THE E.R. #1 - BRIDESMAID MELTDOWN

A bridesmaid drinks herself into a dangerous coma; a man’s eyeball pops out of his head; and a premature infant is abandoned in the ER.

8:00 PM ET/PT

UNTOLD STORIES OF THE E.R. #2 - CROWBAR IN HEAD

A man is impaled through the skull with a crowbar; doctors discover a creepy cause behind a woman’s cough; a bride is in pain and refuses to take off her wedding dress for treatment.

9:00 PM ET/PT

UNTOLD STORIES OF THE E.R. #3 - FRAT BOY BLUES

An entire fraternity is plagued with blue urine; a pregnant woman may lose her baby to a tiny terror; and a man returns from a trip abroad with a souvenir that nearly costs him his life.

10:00 PM ET/PT

UNTOLD STORIES OF THE E.R. #4 - I CAN’T REMEMBER

A patient can’t remember the past 20 years; after reviving his cardiac arrest victim, a doctor packs him in ice; an asthma patient runs away, but is soon brought back... in handcuffs!
Sunday, December 30th

9:00 PM ET/PT

**SISTER WIVES #19 - HARD TO SAY GOODBYE**

It is one of the proudest and saddest moments in a parent’s life, when your first born heads off to college ... and the Browns are no different. As the wives prepare a proper send-off for Logan, they’re hit with the hard reality that soon, several of their children will be leaving the nest. And if they want these kids to feel like Vegas is home, they have got to get moved into the new houses by Christmas. Kody and his wives know that they have a lot to do in very short amount of time. With emotions running high, budgets running over, and patience running out, Kody and Meri find that the simple task of picking out carpet is anything but. Will these decorating details be the downfall of their plan or will Logan’s impending departure help bring the family closer together and closer to their goal of finding “home sweet home?”

10:00 PM ET/PT

**SISTER WIVES: SECRETS REVEALED**

The Brown family sits down with NBC’s Tamron Hall to look back at the latest dramatic season of Sister Wives and dig deeper into the ups and downs of life as a polygamist family separated into four different homes. Kody, Mary, Christine, Janelle, and Robyn reveal the challenges of plural marriages and the private issues that challenge their commitment to family and faith. Six of the Brown family teenagers -- Logan, Mariah, Aspyn, Madison, Mykelti and Hunter -- discuss what it’s like living as the only openly polygamist family in Las Vegas.

11:00 PM ET/PT

**SIN CITY RULES #4 - ALIENS AMONG US**

Lana, fueled by her growing dislike for Alicia, sets out to uncover the truth behind Alicia’s career, while Alicia and Amy join forces against Lana. Lana takes Lori and Lisa on a very special 50th birthday adventure they’ll never forget.